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As every Soldier knows, no plan survives first 
contact, but if you can’t hear the new plan after 

first contact, then there is no surviving. In his book Men 
Against Fire: The Problem of Battle Command, S.L.A 
Marshall speaks to this fact. He exhorts the importance of 
ensuring that men communicate on the battlefield when 
he states, “Information is the soul of morale in combat 
and the balancing force in successful tactics.”1 This 
statement, and many others in his work, drives home 
the point that Soldiers must communicate on the battlefield 
to ensure unit cohesion, assist the small unit leader in tactical 
decision making, and ultimately enable the Soldier’s senior 
commander to apply the right type and mix of combat power 
that will ensure overmatch against our adversaries. These 
lessons were true of warfare in the 1940s when Marshall 
wrote this book, and they remain true today, especially as 
the U.S. Army begins to transition back to large-scale combat 
operations in a multi-domain environment. This article will 
provide some insight in how the Soldier Requirements 
Division (SRD) of the Army Futures Command is looking to 
enable ground communications (vocal communications) on 
the modern battlefield.  

To enable the sharing of verbal information, the SRD has 
chosen to pursue writing a requirement that will result in a 
dual-purpose material solution. That solution will provide a 
communications interface with a Soldier’s radio as well as 
active hearing protection to preserve the Soldier’s ability to 
hear. The name of this solution is Tactical Communication 
and Hearing Protection (TAC-HP). Before we present SRD’s 
plan to field this solution, one must understand the purpose 
of the Infantry as well as the Army’s challenges in protecting 
Soldiers’ hearing to recognize the need for investments in 
TAC-HP technologies.  

The mission of the Infantry is to close with the enemy by 
means of fire and maneuver in order to destroy or capture 
him or to repel his assault with fire, close combat, and 
counterattack. The Infantry engages with the enemy with 
combined arms in all operational environments to bring 

about his defeat. In simple terms, the Infantry destroys the 
enemy and holds terrain. To accomplish missions, Infantry 
Soldiers must be able to hear commands from their leaders. 
Otherwise, there is no unity of effort on the battlefield, 
massing of fires, or simple cohesiveness down to the team 
level. This fact requires the Army to seek some solution that 
enables Soldiers to better communicate now to protect their 
hearing.

The Army has a huge challenge in preventing hearing 
loss. Here are a few reasons why we need to protect our 
Soldiers’ hearing. First, continued, unprotected exposures to 
hazardous noise can produce a marked loss in one’s ability to 
communicate — think machine-gun fire. In 2018, 21 percent 
of Soldiers had some degree of hearing loss, and five percent 
of Soldiers had clinically significant hearing loss.2 Second, 
individuals with noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) may be 
unaware of their hearing loss and not notice communication 
difficulties in quiet listening situations. Unprotected, high-
intensity noise exposure can lead to a perceived ringing, 
buzzing, or hissing sound (tinnitus). Third, the Army’s annual 
cost of hearing aids, batteries, and accessories for active-
duty Soldiers is an estimated $3-4 million for the last six 
years. The costs for all service members are approximately 
$6-9 million for that same period (costs based on aggregated 
data provided by the Department of Defense Hearing Center 
of Excellence, derived from the Denver Logistics Center - 
Remote Order Entry System and the Military Health System 
Data Repository). These facts, along with a multitude of 
others not listed here, show why the Army must seek to better 
protect Soldiers’ hearing.

An advisor from the 2nd Security Force Assistance Brigade heads out on a 
mission during the unit’s 2019 deployment to Afghanistan.
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The Best Way to Maintain 
Overmatch on the Battlefield 

Is to Ensure You Can 
Communicate
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Possible Tactical Communication and Hearing Protection Solutions

One might ask, where do we stand today with these 
initiatives — doesn’t the Army already have ear plugs? Yes, 
the Army currently issues passive hearing protection (Combat 
Arms Earplugs and the Moldex Plug ITE) to Soldiers and 
has tried an active hearing protection solution — the Tactical 
Communications and Protection System (TCAPS). While the 
passive solutions work, they prevent the Soldier from hearing 
verbal commands clearly. That loss of communication is 
unacceptable to the dismounted Soldier. This means that the 
Army needs to pursue an active hearing protection solution. 
TCAPS has reached the end of its lifecycle due to its lack of 
interoperability with new radios entering the force. This has 
placed our Soldiers at risk and created a gap in connectivity 
to the Army’s communication network.

To address this gap, SRD is creating a new requirement 
that will yield a new material solution under the TAC-HP 
program. SRD is looking to ultimately field a TAC-HP 
system that does the following: facilitates command and 
control, is interoperable with current and future military 
radios, controls steady state and impulse noise attenuation, 
allows for audio situational awareness, and empowers 
configuration control in the Adaptive Squad Architecture. 
To fulfill this requirement, SRD is primarily exploring two 
types of solutions: “in-the-ear” or “over-the-ear” styles. 

Both styles will provide the 
same functions and 
capabilities to the Soldier. 
The names speak mainly 
to how they are worn. In-
the-ear systems are like 
ear plugs that have a wire 
running out to a central 
hub. Over-the-ear systems 
are more akin to ear muffs 
that surround the ear. Both 
styles are common in the 
industrial base, and each 
has several pros and cons. 
The Army has not chosen 
which style to pursue as 
of yet and will rely upon 
Soldier Touchpoints to help 
decide.

In conclusion, SRD 
and its partners in the acquisition community are seeking 
to provide the Army with an advanced communication and 
hearing protection device that will continue to ensure the 
success of Soldiers on the battlefield. SRD is currently writing 
its requirements document and expects to see it approved 
in mid-fiscal year 2021. This approval will then trigger the 
acquisition community to produce a much-needed material 
solution for our Soldiers. What that solution will look like is 
still to be determined, but SRD does know that it will provide 
the right capability to our Soldiers.
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Army Audiology Liaison – DoD Hearing Center of Excellence, 
DHA/J9, Slide Presentation: Hearing Health in the Army, Slide 
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GTA 19-10-007: Doctrine SmartCard
This quick reference aid aims to help Soldiers quickly identify and reference key doctrinal terms 
and steps in high operational tempo training environments.
https://usacac.army.mil/sites/default/files/publications/GTA_19_10_007_Doctrine_SmartCard_
web_22JUN2020.pdf

Defense of the Cajun Bayou
In 11 rotations a year, the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) challenges infantry brigade 
combat teams, aviation task forces, combat service support battalions, and other units from all 
components of the Army with a multi-domain, decisive action training environment. 
https://usacac.army.mil/sites/default/files/publications/CajunBayou.pdf

■ Area of operations
■ Designate the deep, close, support, and 
  consolidation areas
■ Decisive, shaping, and sustaining operations
■ Main and supporting efforts

■ Analyze higher headquarters plan or order
■ Perform initial intelligence preparation of the 
   battlefield
■ Determine specified, implied, and essential tasks
■ Review available assets and identify resource 
  shortfalls
■ Determine constraints
■ Identify critical facts and develop assumptions
■ Begin risk management
■ Develop initial commander’s critical information 
   requirements and essential elements of friendly 
   information 
■ Develop initial information collection plan
■ Update plan for the use of available time
■ Develop initial themes and messages
■ Develop a proposed problem statement
■ Develop a proposed mission statement
■ Present the mission analysis briefing
■ Develop and issue initial commander’s intent
■ Develop and issue initial planning guidance
■ Develop course of action evaluation criteria
■ Issue a warning order

Mass  
Surprise 
Simplicity 
Perseverance 
Legitimacy 
Restraint 

Objective
Offensive
Economy of force
Maneuver
Security
Unity of command

■ Political
■ Military
■ Economic
■ Social
■ Information
■ Infrastructure
■ Physical environment
■ Time

■ Define the operational environment
■ Describe environmental effects on operations
■ Evaluate the threat
■ Determine threat courses of action 

ATP 2-01.3

■ Assess relative combat power
■ Generate options
■ Array forces
■ Develop a broad concept
■ Assign headquarters
■ Develop course of action statements and  
   sketches
■ Conduct course of action briefing 
■ Select or modify course of action

■ Mission
■ Enemy
■ Terrain and weather

■ Observations and fields of fire
■ Avenues of approach
■ Key and decisive terrain
■ Obstacles
■ Cover and concealment

■ Troops and support available
■ Time available
■ Civil considerations

■ Areas
■ Structures
■ Capabilities

  ■ Sewage
  ■ Water
  ■ Electricity
  ■ Academics
  ■ Trash
  ■ Medical
  ■ Safety
  ■ Other

■ Organizations
■ People
■ Events
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■ Gather tools
■ List all friendly forces
■ List assumptions
■ List critical events and decision points
■ Select wargaming method
■ Select technique to record and displays results
■ Wargame operations and assess results
■ Conduct a wargame briefing (optional)
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■ Frame the operational environment
 ■ Current state
 ■ Desired endstate 
■ Frame the problem
■ Develop an operational approach
■ Develop the plan/transition to the military 
   decision-making process

OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK 

ARMY DESIGN METHODOLOGY

MILITARY DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 

MISSION ANALYSIS STEPS

PRINCIPLES OF JOINT OPERATIONS

OPERATIONAL VARIABLES

INTELLIGENCE PREPARATION OF THE BATTLEFIELD

COURSE OF ACTION DEVELOPMENT

MINIMUM PLANNING RATIOS

MISSION VARIABLES

COURSE OF ACTION ANALYSIS (WARGAMING)

■ Receipt of mission
 ■ Issue warning order 1
■ Mission analysis
 ■ Issue warning order 2
■ Course of action development
■ Course of action analysis
■ Course of action comparison
■ Course of action approval
 ■ Issue warning order 3
■  Orders production, dissemination, and transition

VISUALIZE

DIRECT

COURSE OF ACTION SCREENING CRITERIA

ADP 5-0

ADP 3-0

FM 6-0

FM 6-0

JP 3-0 and ADP 3-90

FM 6-0

Delay 

Defend 

Attack 

Defend 

Attack 

Counterattack 

Friendly Mission Position Friendly:Enemy 

Prepared or 
Fortified 

Hasty 
Prepared or 
Fortified 
Hasty 

Flank 
 

1:6
1:3

1:2.5
3:1
2.5:1
1.1

FM 6-0

FM 6-0

FM 6-0

ROLE OF THE COMMANDER

■ Operational environment
■ Problem

■ Desired end state
■ Operational approach

the Commander’s visualization 
in time, space, purpose, and 
resources.

forces and warfighting functions 
throughout preparation and
execution.

ADP 5-0

FM 6-0
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■  Feasible  
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■  Complete 
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